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Getting back to work: Returning to the labor force after an absence. Sara Royster | November Note: This article updates
information originally published in While serving an year prison sentence, James Whitfield completed a paralegal
training program.

Does the growing wealth of American households explain the increasing selectivity of jobless workers? Jim
Glassman , Head Economist, Commercial Banking April 12, During the height of the recession, millions of
unemployed individuals stopped looking for work and dropped out of the labor market entirely. Today, while
the economy has largely recovered, millions of discouraged workers have not returned to work. The official
unemployment rate has been below 5 percent for more than a year, and with millions of available jobs , most
unemployed individuals could likely regain entry into the workforce. However, their prolonged absence may
tell us something about the societal forces reshaping the labor market. As American households grow
wealthier, it appears that unemployed workers are weighing their options. In an increasingly prosperous
society, their immediate return to the workforce is no longer a foregone conclusion. In the postwar decades,
workforce participation grew steadily. The baby boom generation swelled the labor market with young adults,
and women began joining the workforce en masse. By the mids, more than two-thirds of the entire adult
population was actively employed or searching for a job. In the aftermath of the recession, the share of adults
participating in the workforce declined to 63 percent, a level not seen since the late s. And while the overall
falloff in workforce participation is largely due to the baby boom generation reaching retirement, younger
workers are also experiencing lower levels of workforce engagement. Twenty years ago, 84 percent of adults
ages 25 to 54 were in the workforce. In the wake of the recession, the participation rate for these workers
tumbled to near 80 percent before slowly recovering to around 82 percent today. That gap represents 1. The
falling workforce participation trend has been especially pronounced for the youngest workers. Following the
recession, more than 1. Unlike their older peers, this age group has not seen a significant recovery in
workforce participation. Where Did They Go? Falling workforce participation among the youngest group can
likely be attributed to increasing educational attainment. Ultimately, this decision could benefit the economy,
as these more educated workers will likely be more productive in their prime working years. But what about
the middle-aged dropouts? Some of them have also gone back to school, deciding to finish their degrees, even
as the job market heats up. Others are likely stay-at-home parents, unable to find a job that pays enough to
offset childcare costs. Rise in Prosperity The recession cut the labor market more deeply than any downturn
since the Great Depression in the s. And while many of the displaced workers have been slow to return to the
job market, it may be due to increased prosperity in the US. Both in terms of GDP per capita and wealth as a
ratio of income, households today are better off than in any previous generation. During the Great Depression,
desperate unemployed workers were willing to move across the country for any promise of work, even
subsistence-level agricultural jobs. In past generations, when most unemployed workers had little choice but to
take any job available, the official unemployment rate was a reliable barometer of labor market slack.
Economists could assume that nearly everyone without a job was actively searching for one, and when the
headline unemployment rate fell below 5 percent, full employment was at hand. Today, there is a large
population of jobless workers who are in a position to temporarily leave the labor market while waiting for the
economy to improve. The economy will not reach full employment until this hidden source of labor market
slack is absorbed. The remaining discouraged workers might be more selective about their opportunities than
past generations, but their return to the labor market will enable the economy to sustain an above-trend growth
pace for far longer than the official unemployment rate suggests.
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Occupational Outlook Quarterly â€¢ Winter 32 and employers. For example, you might learn about a job's educational
requirements and whether the employer.

Jobs gains slowed in October to ,, below expectations and the lowest growth since June and some of this may
in fact be due to Hurricane Matthew. After gaining consistently throughout the year, labor force participation
also took a step backward in October, with an additional , Americans dropping out of the labor force. These
are not gaudy numbers for sureâ€”a rapidly growing job market would be adding more than , jobs per month
and delivering 3 to 4 percent wage increases on an annual basis. Sign up for updates. Sign Up But what the job
market recovery lacks in strength it has made up for in length. The economy has now added jobs for
seventy-three months in a row and the unemployment rates has stayed at or below 5 percent for the past year.
The steady improvement on the jobs market continued to make its way to the paychecks of working families,
with the average hourly wage up 2. Workers are gaining confidenceâ€” This is a great signal that those
employed are gaining the confidence to quit a bad job to find a new one. With prime-age employment peaking
, we are getting to the stage in the recovery that those with jobs are feeling more confident about their
standingâ€”so much so that they are voting with their feet to find better jobs. But we still need employers to
ratchet up their hiring to pick all of those who remain on the sidelines. Download The biggest problems in the
labor market have been issues that have lingered below the headlines: Throughout and , a growing percentage
of Americans were giving up altogether on the job market even as the economy was gaining millions of jobs.
In fact, labor force participation reached a thirty-eight-year low in September As we have written about
before , labor force participation shrunk even among prime-age workers not school or retirement age , with an
unprecedented low numberâ€” The low labor force participation rate has gotten a rash of recent attention with
economist Nicholas Eberstadt of the American Enterprise Institute arguing that the trend of low participation
can be traced back to issues beyond the labor market. Eberstadt posits that the rise in the use of disability
benefits is keeping men who have traditionally dominated the labor force out of it. The debate is essentially
whether the decline in labor force participation is a result of structural factors like disability or the rise in
incarceration or simply a function of the strength in the economy. Over the long term, the decline of unionized
manufacturing jobs and the rise of service sector jobs has decreased the number of quality jobs available for
prime-age workers. Over the short term, many long term unemployed workers laid off during the great
recessions have dropped out of the labor force because of the lack of decent paying available jobs. This
problem has been compounded by the fact that laid-off , middle-income workers rarely leave unemployment
for a lower-paying or higher-paying job â€”and fewer middle-income jobs are available today than in past
recoveries. Recent data indicate that a truly strong jobs market could indeed moderate this structural decline in
labor force participation. The labor force did shrink modestly in October, by , Americans and 0. But overall,
the labor force participation rate has grown from The Economic Policy Institute has been tracking the missing
workforce what the size of the workforce would be if labor force participation rates were at historic levels. By
their count, the ranks of missing workers have gone down from 3. The consistent job growth has begun to put
the brakes on these disturbing trends. Two-thirds of those becoming newly employed in October quarter are
from the ranks of those who were completely out of the labor force the prior month. Figure 2 shows growth in
the labor force by age, gender and race. Growth in the labor force has been widespread among these missing
workers coming back into play. Of particular interest, African-American men hard hit by the recession and
major structural disadvantages have come back into the labor market faster than average. The older workforce
is growing even faster than the senior population as declining retirement security is forcing many older
Americans to continue working deep into retirement age. And these workers are more willing to take some of
the low-paying retail, hospitality, and administrative services janitors and the like that have been growing
quickly during the recoveryâ€” as they typically only need supplemental income.
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One of the biggest economic stories of the past few years has been the departure of men in their prime working years
(ages 25 through 54) from the U.S. labor force.

One factor it watches is slack in the labor market to see how much room the economy has to grow without
triggering inflation. The share of those 25 and older without high school diplomas who have jobs or are
looking for one has risen 1. For high school graduates, that share has risen by a half percentage point, while
among those with college degrees the rate has remained virtually steady. The return of less-educated workers
to the labor force is a sign that the economy is still healing from the recession. Americans with no more than a
high school education accounted for nearly four out of every five jobs lost in the recession, according to
research by economists at Georgetown University. Since such workers are considered at the greatest risk of
being permanently shut out of the labor force, it fueled concerns that strains in the labor market might emerge
even during spells of relatively modest economic growth. Yet a Reuters analysis of Labor Department data
suggests there could be more labor market slack than the unemployment rate of 5 percent may suggest because
the improving economy has been spurring less-skilled workers to look for jobs again. To count as part of the
labor force, a worker needs to have held down a job or have actively searched for one in the last four weeks.
Over the past year, in any given month there were about 6 million Americans who did not meet those criteria,
a million more than before the recession. Until recently, Nathan Patterson, 24, who left high school in Illinois
without a diploma and later moved to Raleigh, North Carolina, was often one of them, discouraged by poor
job prospects from looking for work consistently. Last year, though, a growing number of job openings posted
in the area made him try again and in January he found a job with a company that processes scrap steel.
MORE FOR LESS North Carolina, where unemployment spiked more than nationally during the downturn
and more workers dropped out of the workforce, has recovered lost ground faster thanks in part to strong
growth in low-wage sectors such as retail, leisure and hospitality industries. Nationally, they have created
nearly a third of new jobs over the last year, although they only make up about fifth of total employment.
Those industries also tend pay percent less than the national hourly average, which helps explain sluggish
national wage growth in the past months and absence of significant cost pressures in the economy. Economists
polled by Reuters expect the Fed to raise rates twice this year, with the first move possibly in June, proceeding
with caution because of concerns about the impact of global economic slowdown on the U. That slack, in large
part is a result of gradually improving labor force participation driven primarily by more less skilled workers
looking again for jobs, and many finding them. Across the economy, companies continue to add about , jobs a
month but the jobless rate has stayed roughly steady since October as around , people enter the work force
each month, many finding jobs right away. In North Carolina, local officials say they see more unemployed
people going to community college to acquire skills that will help them find a better job, rather than to wait
out a weak job market, which happened a lot during the recession. Jackie Gregory, 25, for example, lost her
job as an administrative assistant in November and spent almost a year out of work because some jobs
required a college degree she did not have and some just did not pay enough to cover child care expenses. This
story has been refiled to fix typo in second to last paragraph Reporting by Jason Lange; Editing by Tomasz
Janowski.

Chapter 4 : Gov Malloy Announces 2 Million Federal Grant to Improve Labor Force Services Returning to W
The latest jobs report released by the Bureau of Labor Statistics paints a decidedly positive picture of the U.S. labor
market. Nine years after the end of the Great Recession, the U.S. economy.

Chapter 5 : Why Americans Arenâ€™t Returning to the Workforce | JPMorgan Chase
Provides useful information on how to successfully re-enter the workforce. (Previous item number: Y) Source: U.S.
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Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics.

Chapter 6 : Number of older Americans in the workforce is on the rise | Pew Research Center
Nine years after the end of the Great Recession, the U.S. economy has achieved an unemployment rate comparable to
the boom period of the late s.

Chapter 7 : People returning to labor force in droves - a key step for the economy - Hot Air
People returning to labor force in droves â€” a key step for the economy The most encouraging aspect of the June
report was the increase in the labor force. The substantial drop in the proportion of Americans actually working was a
major negative effect of the Great Recession.

Chapter 8 : U.S. workforce growth may give Fed one more reason to go slow on rates | Reuters
The improving job market is drawing Americans back into the labor force. The U.S. labor force grew by , people in
February, the Bureau of Labor Statistics said Friday.

Chapter 9 : Women Returning to US Labor Force - Mogul
A housewife returning to the labor force after 20 years would be____ unemployed until she finds work. Structurally A
high school teacher with poor work habits, little experience, and no vocational training, who has been out of work for
three years but is actively seeking employment, would be____ unemployed.
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